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THE IMAGINARY INVALID 
(in order of appearance) 
ARGAN (an imaginary invalid) ......................... JAMES R. BRANDON 
TOINETTE (Argan's servant) .... . ........................ SUSAN THOMPSON 
ANGELIQUE (Argan's daughter) ......................... KATHLEEN GINNED 
BELINE (second wife of Argan) ................. . ............ MARY K. WULF 
CLEANTE (Angelique's suitor) ................................. BYRON ONO 
M. DIARRHEUS (a doctor) ........................ RICHARD MACPHERSON 
THOMAS DIARRHEUS (his son & Angelique's suitor) ........... STEVE BOBILIN 
LOUISE (younger daughter of Argan) .............. . ... . . KARLA WOODFALL 
BERALDE (Argan's brother) ........................ . .......... NEAL MILNER 
M. FLEURANT (Argan's apothecary) ........................ VINCENT PRIORE 
M. PURGON (Argan 's doctor) .............................. GARY KOOYER 
VALET (attendant to Purgon and later, Toinette) ............. CAROLYN OMINE 
The play takes place in Paris in the 17th century, in Argan's sitting room. 
There are two acts with one ten-minute intermission. 
"Impromptu Opera" music composed by Allen Trubitt played by the UH Chamber 
Orchestra, directed by Lavar Krantz. 
DIRECTOR'S NOTES 
THE IMAGINARY INVALID, Moliere's last play, was first performed in Paris by Moliere's 
company in 1673. As Donald Frame notes in his introduction to the printed text ... " The play 
was a success; but at the fourth performance, Moliere (playing the part of Argan) was seized 
with a coughing spell, coughed up blood, completed the performance, but died later in the 
day. The coincidences and ironies surrounding the play are extraordinary and macabre. An 
author-actor who is desperately ill and knows it . .. writes a play about a completely 
imaginary invalid, such as some have accused him of being; plays the role himself; in that role 
invites the playwright Moliere to die for his blasphemous impertinence in making fun of 
medicine; is seized with a fatal attack of his illness while playing the role, thus almost literally 
dying in the part." 
"There are other serious overtones. Many critics have noted that the doctors in this play 
offer many analogies with theologians. They speak with the same formidable author-
ity . . . and welcome candidates with somewhat similar rites. It may not have been delib-
erate on Moliere's part, but it is hard to imagine that he was wholly unaware of it, and he may 
not have minded much. He valued human nature and never liked tyrants, especially when 
they happened to be pedants as well. Nevertheless, when all is said and done, the play is a 
comedy, and Moliere's heroes are not to be cured. From the first to last THE IMAGINARY 
INVALID is a triumph of comic make-believe over grim reality. " 
The play was originally written with a prologue (a pastoral-ballet) and two ballet-music 
interludes following the first two parts of the play. These have been omitted in the current 
production, in order not to keep the audience locked in their seats for three hours or more, 
and so that we may concentrate on the heart of the play and provide a continuity to the story. 
One can see, also, that Moliere returned in some part to his Commedia d'el Arte roots in this, 
his last play. A word about some of the characters' names : Moliere intended them to be 
clearly suggestive in French, and so they are in this English adaptation. 
* * * 
It is a pleasure to allow our audiences to see Dr. james Brandon in a heretofore 
unfamiliar role: as an actor on the Kennedy Theatre stage. Most people are accustomed to 
seeing his work as director of our Kabuki productions. (This Spring he directs KAN)INCHO.) 
jim Brandon and I talked about working together a year ago, he as actor and I as director, 
and we agreed that THE IMAGINARY INVALID would be an exciting venture upon which to 
combine our energies . The rehearsal process has been an enjoyable one for the entire 
company; now it is time for the audience to partake of our pleasure. 
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* the "Opera" music for the show was recorded by Gary Dunn. 
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